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Ivanti Unified IT Enterprise License Agreement.
The Ivanti® Enterprise License Agreement (ELA) is an

Buying Lifecycle Concerns

innovative licensing vehicle for enterprise-level
customers. Now organizations can take advantage of
Ivanti’s full portfolio to unify their IT and deploy

Compliance

Budget

solutions that match their business initiatives—
without spinning up a new procurement cycle or
worrying about where to find budget for each
initiative.
Vendors

Maintenance

Minimize Vendor Fatigue with the Right
Partner

ROI

Leveraging multiple vendors means you must cope with
different buying processes, maintenance programs, support

Revel in Your Discounts

methods, and licensing agreements—each with its own
compliance issues. You can give in and let vendors rule your

You have two choices of ELA: either a Pick 2 or the whole

life. Or, you can team up with a partner that helps you be

Unified IT, which includes all the primary solutions from five

strategic about your IT while saving you time and money.

product disciplines.

Relax a Little—The Rules Are Now in Your
Favor

Unified IT: Get all five of the Ivanti product disciplines for
roughly the same price of a single major product—that’s right,
a single product, not a product discipline. The ELA starts at

You know about true-ups—they’re a pain, right? What if you

1,000 users; however, additional discounts apply at higher

were licensed automatically for 20 percent more than what

user volumes of 5,000, 10,000, and beyond.

you’re paying for? We call it “True-Forward.” This means at
the end of each year we reset your license count to your new
amount without any back-charges—unless, of course, you go
well beyond your added 20 percent. True-Forward would
certainly reduce a lot of licensing headaches, wouldn’t it?
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Pick 2: Choose any two product disciplines and you get all
the primary products within those disciplines.
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ELA Details at a Glance

Description

Ivanti ELA

License

User-based subscription

Minimum User Count

1,000 Users

Term

2-3 Years

Delivery Model

On-premises = standard price or Cloud = standard + hosting price

True-Up

True-Forward + 20%

Price Protection

For contract term

Renewal

Maximum of 5% annual—applied at renewal

Pick and Choose to Solve Business
Challenges
Once your initiatives get the green light, go for it! You have
what’s needed to make it happen with the Unified IT ELA.
You’ll also find most projects will get the green light faster,

4. Automated Isolation and Remediation (Unified IT) –
Accelerated security-incident resolution.
5. Windows 10 Migration and Rollout Updates (Pick 2)
– Migrate to and manage the insane cadence of
updates.

because there won’t be the same budgeting issues. Here are

6. Operational Compliance (Pick 2) – Uplift the level of

just a few solutions you can deploy that leverage the benefits

compliance for security and IT assets to mitigate risk.

of the ELA:
1. Onboarding and Offboarding (Unified IT) – Automated

www.ivanti.com

provisioning and de-provisioning of devices, security
rights, and services.
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2. Self-Service IT (Unified IT) – All services, knowledge,
software, and more available through an end-user
portal.
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3. Unified IT Dashboards (Unified IT) – Dashboards
connected to all Ivanti and top non-Ivanti vendor data.
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